There is an increasing need for dynamic and context-sensitive adaptation of distributed applications in order to dynamically cope with evolving requirements of the usage context. To support dynamic and context-sensitive adaptation, we propose an aspect-oriente architecture that weaves and unweaves aspects at run-time on demand of the usage context. The goal of this report is to explore and solve the atomicity issues that appear when distributed aspects are woven at run-time. Run-time weaving of distributed aspects, if performed without any support for atomicity, may endanger the global behavioral integrity of the application. Existing aspect-oriented middlewares lack support for atomic weaving of distributed aspects. This lack stems from the absence of appropriate internode coordination protocols at the level of the underlying runtime support of these middlewares. The contribution of this report is the design and implementation of a middleware, named Lasagne, that supports runtime weaving of distributed aspects in an atomic way. As a result, Lasagne is very well suited for coordinating cross-node and crosslayer adaptations in a distributed system. We present a detailed overview of Lasagne's run-time weaving model and the design of the Lasagne middleware. 
Introduction
The environments in which distributed software applications must execute have become very dynamic and heterogeneous. As a result, software must be dynamically adapted or even be able to adapt itself. This is for instance especially the case in ubiquitous computing environments and environments in which the availability of resources is variable and unanticipated. The types of adaptations that should be supported are very broad. Many of these adaptations require intrusive modification of multiple classes and components if one has to rely purely on state-of-the-art software development technologies -i.e. object-oriented and component based software engineering.
Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) tackles this shortcoming by focusing on the systematic identification, modularization, representation and composition of (often non-functional) concerns -requirements -throughout the entire software development process. The core concept in AOSD is an aspect: a coherent entity that addresses one specific concern and that has the properties of a module that can be changed independently of other modules. At this stage it is intuitively clear that AOSD -when successfully supported -can simplify adaptations that emerge from changing concerns/requirements. This observation will be clarified in a motivation section (section 2). Based on this view, we consider the dynamic adaptation process of a distributed software application as a continuous process in which aspects are woven to (and unwoven from) the distributed application at run-time in order to accommodate evolving requirements.
However, many -if not most -non-functional concerns in distributed applications are distributed aspects. A distributed aspect is an aspect of which the behavior is woven (into multiple application components that are deployed) on different computer nodes of the distributed system. Aspect-oriented middleware (e.g. [38, 14, 41] ) (AOM) supports the creation, deployment and execution of aspects for a distributed environment.
Weaving or unweaving of a distributed aspect at run-time implies adding (or removing) mutually dependent functionalities at different nodes of a distributed system. This may obviously endanger the global behavioral integrity of the software system. A coordination mechanism is required to ensure the behavioral integrity of the distributed application while the weaving is in progress. In fact run-time (un)weaving must be performed atomically from the perspective of the unaffected parts of the distributed application. Atomicity means that the mutually dependent functionalities must be added or removed in an all or nothing fashion.
Existing aspect-oriented middleware lacks appropriate support for atomic weaving of distributed aspects. While some systems such as Prose [40] provide support for atomic weaving of aspects within the boundaries of a single computer node, there exists to our knowledge no system that supports atomic weaving of distributed aspects. The main contribution in this report is that we define a new runtime support system (Lasagne middleware) that performs the atomic weaving in such a way that it will not require changes to the existing AO programming models. The design of the Lasagne middleware is essentially based on two guiding principles. First, weaving of distributed aspects is performed in two phases: a deployment phase and an activation phase. Thus the problem of atomicity becomes easier to solve. Secondly, we create a solution that pre-serves the essence of an aspect-oriented execution environment. Therefore the atomic weaving mechanism must enable a coordinated manipulation of control flow across the boundaries of different computer nodes. We will argue that the application of these two key principles provides the basis for an elegant solution that supports run-time and atomic weaving of distributed aspects.
The rest of this report is structured as follows. In section 2 we articulate the scope and problem statement of this report and motivate why support for runtime aspect weaving will become an important feature of the future middleware. Section 3 describes the runtime weaving model of the Lasagne middleware. Section 4 presents the architecture and design of the Lasagne middleware. We further illustrate the value of our solution in section 5 by discussing the implementation, the applicability, performance trade-offs of Lasagne, and integration of Lasagne on top of standard middleware. We describe related work in section 6 and we conclude in section 7. This report is an AspectLab 1 deliverable.
Scope and motivation
This section first illustrates the range of adaptations that Lasagne aims to support. Subsequently the problem statement and contribution of this report is revisited into more detail.
Scope of supported adaptations
Distributed software applications must be dynamically adapted and be able to self-adapt. We give an example to illustrate the versatility of the spectrum of adaptations. Consider an e-finance application that initially supports a limited service of delivering statements of the customer's checking and savings accounts 2 . An initial level of security for this straightforward and minimal application could deliver confidentiality by sending the messages over an encrypted network layer -the encryption or decryption facilities will obviously be implemented in the lower layer of the middleware architecture. Security risks will increase when online transactions are supported by an extended set of services. This will be even more the case when private banking services are added, for instance to support the e-trading of securities. The security measures that will be added to the application are no longer embedded in the middleware, in fact specific security measures will be added to the application code, to use advanced authorization for financial transactions, and to add a non-repudiation feature for specific types of transactions (typically with a higher risk level). Both the financial institution and the clients may wish to have a solid audit trail that effectively enables to proof that certain transactions have been ordered by the client and executed by the bank. As the service becomes more successful and the state-of-the-art of security technologies evolves, the bank may have to adapt the cryptographic building blocks that produce signatures (for instance when certain types of hashing functions become too weak to avoid the algorithms to be broken). Also, authentication tokens do evolve; sometimes different user types may choose for different tokens (smart cards that store X.509 certificates, vs. popular generators of one-time passwords, etc.). This picture includes a lot of extensions and alternatives for an evolving security solution. It therefore illustrates that adaptations can be
• embedded in the middleware or tightly coupled to application code (E.g.
IP level encryption vs. application level authorization for transactions);
• extending the existing functionality (e.g. adding signature verification through interaction with the CRL -certificate revocation list -of a public key infrastructure), or replacing certain parts (e.g. when updating the signature generation techniques);
• context sensitive: user type and possibly the type of application functionality that is requested may determine the set (or one specific instance) of authentication techniques that are required.
• anticipated or unanticipated : for instance, the extension of non-repudiation techniques with an audit trail functionality may be triggered by regulations hat have or have not been expected by the designers of the system. Similarly, replacement of cryptographic functionality may be anticipated or not.
We clearly envisage a broad spectrum of adaptations. The common denominator for all these adaptations is that they are all behavioral, i.e. the adaptations require functional extensions and/or replacements. We do not address the management of globally consistent state neither do we focus on adaptations that are limited to the modification of configuration parameters (e.g. QoS parameters). We believe that the concept of aspects is well suited for modelling entities that are subject to complex behavioral adaptations.
Most importantly, the need for adaptations occurs not only at load-time but also at run-time. For each non-functional requirement, multiple alternative algorithms exist and each algorithm can be implemented as a separate aspect. Which solution is to be applied cannot be determined in advance. For example, when a drop of networking resources in the operating system layer occurs, many non-functional aspects in the system may have to be replaced with an alternative aspect that reduce the use of networking resources (at the price of some quality levels). Run-time weaving is required as this kind of decisions can clearly only be taken at run-time.
Distributed aspects and atomic weaving
The main contribution of this report is a solution for the atomicity problems that appear when distributed aspects are woven at run-time. The remainder of this motivation section first introduces the terminology used in this report. Then the atomic weaving problem is studied in detail. Finally, the contribution of this report with respect to existing aspect-oriented middleware is elaborated.
Terminology. Nowadays there is a lot of research on applying AOSD (AspectOriented Software Development) to the development of distributed software applications: AOSD is typically applied across the full software lifecycle to achieve a better modularization of software entities that address either functional or non-functional requirements. Three core concepts in AOSD are concerns, aspects and weaving. In the context of this report, it is sufficient to introduce these concepts at the level of AOP (Aspect-Oriented Programming) [23] .
Concerns are similar to requirements in a broad sense of the word, ranging from high-level requirements that are articulated in an early stage of the software project 3 , to additional -often detailed -requirements that are generated when performing detailed design and implementation 4 . At the programming level, an aspect is a modular unit that implements a concern. An aspect definition contains (a) behavior (code that must be executed) which is called advice and (b) a specification that expresses when, where and how to invoke the advice; this specification is called a pointcut. A pointcut is conceptually defined as a predicate that evaluates over join points. A join point is a well-defined place in the structure or execution flow of a program where additional behavior can be attached. Finally, weaving is the process of composing core functionality modules (typically application components) with aspects, thereby yielding a working system.
Our work targets an aspect-component model that supports aspect-based composition such that aspects and application components are independent from each other. Aspects therefore have to respect the well-defined interfaces of the application components to avoid undocumented coupling between aspects and application components. As such, we only target pointcuts that evaluate over non-invasive join points: join points which are visible in the interface of the components (typically: the declared required and provided operations and the invocation/execution of these operations). Furthermore, in order to keep the behavior of an aspect reusable, pointcuts are specified separately in an aspect binding. Consequently, behavioral adaptations can be represented by aspects that have the properties of components, enabling independent reuse. Atomic weaving. Run-time weaving or unweaving of distributed aspects may endanger the global behavioral integrity of the system. A pedagogical illustration can be based on a simple example of encryption/decryption. Suppose a distributed producer-consumer application, in which a producer object produces data items that are sent over the network to multiple consumer objects that process the data. Now suppose that at a particular point of time, at the node of the producer the need for encrypting the messages is detected due to environmental changes 5 . As such, the advice for encrypting messages must be dynamically woven into the producer object. It is clear that this single, local weaving is not enough because the encryption advice depends on the associated decryption advice that is to be composed at the nodes of the consumers. Encryption and decryption must therefore be woven in an atomic fashion to preserve behavioral integrity. Finally notice that we have not yet discussed aspect replacement. This is a reconfiguration operation that dynamically replaces a specific aspect with another aspect by unweaving the former and weaving the latter. Obviously, such a runtime replacement must be performed in an atomic manner as well.
Appropriate coordination mechanisms for atomic weaving, unweaving and replacement are non-trivial in a distributed system. For example, in the encryption/decryption example, atomic weaving does not mean that encryption and decryption advices must be injected at exactly the same point of time. At the point of time when the encryption advice is executed for the first time at the producer node, there may still be non-encrypted messages circulating somewhere in the network that still have to be processed by consumer objects. If an attempt to decrypt a non-encrypted message will result in an error, then the decryption advice at the consumer's nodes cannot be activated at the same time as the encryption advice at the producer's node. This atomicity problem becomes even worse when the need and types of encryption changes frequently: this is typically the case when context-sensitive adaptations have to be supported.
Contribution of the report. A lot of aspect-oriented middleware platforms have by now built-in support for run-time weaving but without covering atomic weaving for distributed adaptations. Yet many non-functional concerns in distributed applications are distributed aspects. It is important to stress that we observe this lack from the perspective of the runtime support, and not from the perspective of the programming model 6 . The reason for this is that state-ofthe-art systems lack a protocol that coordinates the runtime interpretations of the pointcuts across the different computer nodes of the distributed system. We therefore aim for a runtime support system that performs the atomic weaving without changing existing join models.
We aim for a generic solution that can cover a broad spectrum of behavioral adaptations as introduced above. The assumed non-invasive join point model gives considerably more safety to the process of runtime weaving as compared to invasive join point models. Finally, we want to ensure that the atomic weaving support does not yield any service disruption.
ployed, aspects can be dynamically activated on a per message basis. We refer to the former mechanism as deployment and to the latter as activation. The above separation between deployment and activation allows us to apply the 'divide and conquer' principle to the complex problem of atomic weaving, and thus allows us to deal with this complexity by means of functional decomposition. More specifically, we divide the atomic weaving problem into three sub-problems that are easier to solve on their own.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows. The main use cases of the run-time weaving model are presented in section 3.1. Then, the models of deployment and activation are respectively presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3. The approach behind these models is illustrated in the context of the producerconsumer application and the encryption-decryption aspect. Subsequently, section 3.4 sets out our functional decomposition approach to the atomic weaving problem.
Use cases
We describe a high-level overview of deployment and activation from the perspective of what are the main human actors involved and the corresponding use cases in which these human actors interact with the Lasagne middleware.
Deployment is performed by a human operator who is trusted within the organization and system-infrastructure boundaries of the distributed application. In the rest of this report, we refer to this human operator as the application deployer. The application deployer can see fit to deploy, un-deploy or replace aspects, at load-time or run-time. How an aspect must be bound with a particular application, is specified by the application deployer in an aspect binding. This aspect binding basically encapsulates one or more pointcuts for the advices of the aspect.
In the spirit of context-sensitive adaptation, activation (or deactivation) of an aspect is requested by a contextual actor. Contextual actors are software programs or devices, that often are based on interaction with human operators such as end users, system administrators, and domain experts (e.g. security experts who decide on the policies for access control). We describe two simple pedagogical examples of contextual actors and how contextual actors are able to request aspect-based adaptations to be performed.
One example of a contextual actor is a client application or integrated device that uses the services of the aforementioned e-finance application. The client uses activation as a mechanism to customize the service to its individual preferences. Simply by tagging so called aspect identifiers to its client requests, the client is able to activate aspects that contribute functional or non-functional extensions to the e-finance application that are desired by that client. Another example of a contextual actor, is a resource monitor system component, that monitors the availability of resources in the underlying distributed system infrastructure of the e-finance application. The resource monitor uses activation as a mechanism to adapt the e-finance application to undesired fluctuations in the resource availability or to system overload. For example, during system overload, the resource monitor could deactivate a resource-intensive aspect, and instead activate a cheaper variant of the aspect by tagging all client requests, that arrive at the server-side of the e-finance application, with the aspect identifier of the cheaper aspect.
Deployment
Deployment of an aspect assumes the existence of an aspect binding that specifies how the aspect must be bound with the distributed application. For example, Figure 3 .2 illustrates how the encrypt() and decrypt() advices of the encryption-decryption aspect are bound with the Producer and Consumer components. For instance pointcut messageSend() binds the encrypt() advice with a call of the consume() operation from within any Producer object that is located on host media. The specification of the encryption-decryption aspect and its binding to the producer-consumer application is shown. The aspect specification describes the signatures of the advice methods of the aspect and contains the location where the code can be downloaded. The aspect binding encapsulates one or more pointcuts and connects these pointcuts to the advices. Deployment implies that the Lasagne middleware interprets the pointcuts to effectuate the binding of the aspect with the application. An important characteristic of Lasagne is that deployment does not directly inject the aspect code into the execution of the application. Instead, deploying an aspect, and therefore interpreting the associated aspect binding, affects a representation of the application at the metalevel. This representation is called deployment metadata. Deployment metadata describes a lower-level configuration of the application in terms of which advices of aspects must be woven at which join points of base components 7 . Deployment metadata is thus a lower-level representation of an aspect binding, such that the runtime weaver can interpret it more efficiently.
The deployment model of Lasagne is thus characterized as a continuous and incremental evolution of deployment metadata. Figure 2 gives an overview of the deployment model. The application deployer is responsible for specifying an aspect binding, which encapsulates one or more pointcuts. Hereby (s)he assumes that specifications of aspects and base components are available. These specifications describe the signatures of aspects' advices and components' provided and required interfaces, and the location from which the aspects' and components' code can be downloaded. Once the aspect binding is specified, the application deployer uses the Deployment API of the middleware to deploy the aspect. For example, the encryption-decryption aspect is deployed as follows: l a s a g n e . c o r e . Deployment . d e p l o y ( " e n c r y p t i o n−d e c r y p t i o n " , new A s p e c t I d e n t i f i e r ( " M e s s a g e C o n f i d e n t i a l i t y " ) ) ;
As shown in figure 2 , the process of deployment is a consecutive process of transforming the aspect binding into lower-level updates of deployment metadata, so called advice-to-joinpoint bindings, and atomically applying these updates to the deployment metadata. An advice-to-joinpoint binding simply captures information that a specific advice must be executed at a specific join point. It thus conceptually corresponds with a tuple of 4 members: the signature of the advice method, the aspect identifier associated with that advice method, the (non-invasive) join point where the advice must be executed, and the order of execution (relative to other advices at that join point).
A peculiarity of the deployment model, as shown in Figure 2 , is that the application deployer must also associate a unique name to the aspect. This Figure 3 : Activation data flow. The contextual actor observes directly or indirectly the behavior of the application and decides at a certain point in time to adapt the application by activating one or more aspects. To activate an aspect, the contextual actor dynamically tags aspect identifiers to messages which are on their way to the application. When processing a message, the runtime weaver consults the tagged aspect identifiers in order to know which advices to execute. If some aspect is not yet injected into the application, the runtime weaver first loads the aspect's code, and updates its internal data structures, based on the deployment metadata. New messages, resulting from the original message's execution, are tagged with the same set of aspect identifiers by the runtime weaver. As such, aspect identifiers propagate.
name, referred to as aspect identifier, is supposed to associate with the aspect a meaning that makes sense to contextual actors. In other words, the aspect identifier is part of the problem domain of what adaptations the contextual actor aims to achieve in a particular deployment environment. The aspect identifier may describe for instance a capability, feature or quality-of-service-level that the aspect contributes. For example, in the context of the producer-consumer application, the application deployer maps the encryption-decryption aspect to the aspect identifier "MessageConfidentiality" to indicate that this aspect offers a specific security property when transmitting messages. The aspect identifier is for future reference on behalf of contextual actors: they need it in order to activate the aspect.
Lasagne does not prescribe a specific way for distributing aspect identifiers to contextual actors. There are obviously different ways of achieving this goal and we do not subscribe exclusively to one of them. We simply assume that aspect identifiers are stored in some kind of aspect identifier repository. In the most simple way, the deployed aspect identifiers are made available in a public directory service and, optionally, they are associated with additional documentation about the behavior and quality of service provided by the aspect.
Activation
It is important to understand that deployment of an aspect does not involve "turning the switch" that effectively integrates the corresponding advices in execution space. Instead, turning the switch is under control of flow-dependent activation that allows to initiate the execution of aspects by tagging aspect identifiers to messages.
In the spirit of context-sensitive adaptation, activation (or deactivation) of an aspect is requested by a contextual actor. To support concurrent customization by simultaneous contexts, activation of an aspect will only affect the current execution context (i.e. the current message flow or invocation path in which the contextual actor is involved) and will not interfere with other ongoing flows of messages. It is therefore also calledflow-dependent activation. Figure 3 gives an overview of the activation model. In order to request the activation of an aspect, the contextual actors must know the corresponding aspect identifier. To request the activation of an aspect at a certain execution point, a contextual actor has to intercept the application-level message that corresponds with this execution point and tag it with the desired aspect identifier.
Of course, the contextual actor can tag multiple aspect identifiers to a message. Multiple aspects are thus combined and activated for the same message. Once the aspect identifiers are tagged with the message, they propagate with the invocation path of messages, succeeding the original message. As such, the aspect activation logic travels (as a set of aspect identifiers) with the message flow.
The runtime weaver of the Lasagne middleware consults the tagged aspect identifiers in order to know which advices to execute for a given message. When an aspect is activated for the first time, and therefore, the code of the aspect is not yet injected into the application, the runtime weaver has to consult the deployment metadata in order to know which advice must be woven at a particular join point. Here a client application, using the service of the producer-consumer application, plays the role of contextual actor. The figure illustrates that once the client application dynamically decides to tag the aspect identifier "MessageConfidentiality" to one of its client requests, this decision is propagated with the subsequent message flow such that the advices of the corresponding aspect are all dynamically woven and invoked at the appropriate join points.
Atomic weaving
The separation between deployment and activation enables us to decompose the problem of atomic weaving into three sub-problems:
Complete and correct deployment During deployment, Lasagne ensures that an update to the deployment metadata, due to aspect binding interpretation, is correctly and completely distributed across all computer nodes on top of which the distributed application executes. Consistency in the activation of aspects During flow-dependent activation, Lasagne guarantees the consistency in the activation of aspects: once a combination of aspects has been activated for a specific message flow by tagging of aspect identifiers, this decision is consistently coordinated all over the subsequent execution of the message flow by means of propagating the aspect identifiers with the message flow. The tagging and propagation policies must however also succumb to certain constraints in order to fully ensure consistency within the whole distributed application. These constraints will be explained in detail in section 4.2.2.
Coordination between deployment and activation An important correlation between deployment and activation is that Lasagne only permits the activation of an aspect after the aspect is completely and correctly deployed. Thus, a successful completion of the deployment protocol is a prerequisite for initiating the activation of the aspect. The underlying rationale is of course that when the binding of an aspect is incompletely represented in deployment metadata, the execution of the aspect will also be incomplete, and thus result in inconsistencies in the system-wide behavior of the application. This phased transition from deployment and activation is realized by means of a coordination protocol.
The next section describes the design of the overall system architecture of the Lasagne middleware and the design of the runtime weaver in order to achieve the above three requirements.
Architecture and design of the Lasagne middleware
In this section we present the architecture and design of the Lasagne middleware. First we give an overview of the distributed systems architecture of Lasagne. Then we elaborate upon the approach taken to achieve atomic weaving. Finally we focus on the design of Lasagne's runtime system which is the core of the Lasagne middleware. Figure 5 gives an overview of the distributed system architecture of the Lasagne middleware. It is conceptually divided into a runtime system, which is the core of the middleware, and an underlying deployment architecture. This section first discusses the architectural styles of distributed applications and underlying platform (operating system, programming language) that the Lasagne middleware is compatible with. Subsequently the architecture of the runtime system and the deployment architecture are presented by means of projecting the deploy and activate activities of the Lasagne's weaving model (see figures 2 and 3) onto the different components of these architectures.
Distributed system architecture
Assumed architectural style of applications and platform. The Lasagne middleware is compatible with a broad range of application architectures and platform architectures. There are only a few assumptions.
With respect to the application architecture, it is assumed that the components of the distributed application are grouped in several operating system processes that are possibly allocated on different computing nodes of the distributed system. Furthermore, we assume it is possible to draw a clear and stable virtual boundary around the deployment space of the distributed application (see figure 5 for having an intuitive idea of what is meant with this virtual boundary). The concept of a virtual boundary conveys the image that the interior of the boundary, provides a service to something that is exterior. From a deployment perspective, the concept of a boundary implies a closed world assumption: aspects that are woven into the interior area, are not supposed to be woven into the (unknown) exterior. As will be discussed in section 4.2.2, the concept of a virtual boundary is introduced for ensuring consistency in the activation of aspects: Lasagne only guarantees consistent activation for aspects that do not crosscut through the virtual boundary. In practice, this all means that Lasagne is well suited for client-server architectures where an exterior client process (e.g. the client of the e-finance application) or any intermediate proxies (e.g. the resource monitor) require dynamic adaptations of the interior server processes (the e-finance application itself). On the other side, Lasagne is less suited for peer-to-peer architectures, or applications of ad-hoc networks where the boundary between the exterior and interior cannot clearly be drawn.
With respect to the platform, we make no assumptions about the internal structure of a process (for example, a process may be multi-threaded or not, may be divided in distinct security domains or not, etc.). We do assume that intraprocess as well as inter-process communication between components is based on messages. Finally, we assume that within each process there is a separate instance of the Lasagne runtime system running. For example, in Java-based applications [3] , there would be a single instance of the runtime system per Java virtual machine.
Figure 5: Distributed system architecture of the Lasagne middleware's runtime system and the surrounding deployment architecture.
Runtime system. The runtime system essentially consists of a runtime weaver, an activator and a deployment metadata repository. The runtime weaver is the central component of the runtime system (there is a separate runtime weaver instance per process). Its main responsibility is to support the dispatch activity, as described in figure 3 . Since aspect activation in Lasagne is message-driven, it is not strange to consider the Lasagne runtime weaver as a dispatch mechanism. Message dispatch is two-dimensional in Lasagne: not only the receiver field of messages but also the tagged aspect identifiers control where messages gets dispatched to. Similar to standards middleware, messages in Lasagne have an associated invocation context, in which properties about the ongoing computation can be stored. This invocation context is also used to tag aspect identifiers to messages. Propagation of the aspect identifiers with the message flow is simply achieved by copying the invocation context from one message to another.
The activator component is a plug-in for contextual actors that provides support for the tag message activity in figure 3 . To support this, it provides an API that allows contextual actors to set aspect identifiers to the invocation context of messages. Notice further that aspect identifiers can be incrementally tagged to a flow of messages by different contextual actors.
Deployment metadata is stored in a deployment metadata repository. This repository may be centralized or replicated, depending on how local one wants to keep the deployment metadata to the runtime weaver instances, and depending on the size and topology of the distributed system. Clearly, there is a range of alternative system architectures possible. At one end of this range there is a single deployment repository instance for the whole distributed application; at the other end, there may be a replica at every computing node of the distributed application.
Deployment architecture. The deployment architecture consists of a deployment tool and a data tier.
The deployment tool component supports the deploy activity, as described in 2. It thus offers functionality for transforming an aspect binding into adviceto-joinpoint bindings and for atomically updating the deployment metadata repository with these bindings. This deployment tool also assumes there is a programming model or language construct for specifying aspect bindings.
The data tier conceptually consists of three kinds of data stores. The most important one is the aspect identifier repository. As stated in section 3.2, when deploying a new aspect, the application deployer is expected to create an associated aspect identifier. Once the aspect is completely and correctly deployed, the deployment tool will update the aspect identifier repository. Contextual actors can then query or browse the repository for the aspect identifier. The second type of datastore is the specification repository. It acts as a back-end for the deployment tool by storing aspect bindings, and aspect and component specifications. Finally, the code repository stores all the executable code artifacts of aspects and components. The Lasagne runtime weaver will eventually consult the code repository when the aspects' code must be loaded into memory. Similar to the deployment metadata repositories, there are several alternative architectures possible for the data tier.
Support for atomic weaving
This section presents the detailed approach of how the Lasagne middleware supports atomic weaving. As stated in section 3.4, we have divided this complex problem into three subproblems. For each of these problems, we describe our approach to solve it.
Correct and complete deployment
In order to enable correct and complete deployment of an aspect, atomicity and concurrency control must be provided at the level of updates to deployment metadata. The best way to implement this is by means of a conventional transaction protocol. Hence, we refer to the process of updating the deployment metadata of a distributed application as a deployment transaction. How to implement the deployment transaction depends on whether the deployment metadata repository is replicated or not:
1. A centralized repository is simply implemented as a transactional file service or database that employs a two-phase locking protocol to serialize concurrent updates. 2. In a decentralized approach deployment metadata is replicated at mulitple nodes of the distributed application. Here, an update of deployment metadata must be coordinated by means of a two-phase commit protocol. Concurrency control within each single repository is again provided by implementing it as a transactional file service. The advantage of the decentralized approach is that the Lasagne runtime weaver can consult the deployment metadata locally. This advantage may outweigh the additional costs of the two-phase commit protocol because, as will be seen below, the runtime weaver consults the deployment metadata quite often.
Consistency in the activation of aspects
As already explained in section 3.3, the main mechanism behind ensuring consistency is the propagation of aspect identifiers with the message flow. As a result, within a distributed application, the runtime weaver instances in different processes are implicitly coordinated by the tagged aspect identifiers. In other words, when two runtime weaver instances are requested to dispatch messages which logically belong to the same message flow, then these messages will be consistently dispatched to the same combination of aspects. A second problem related to activation consistency has to do with the aforementioned concept of the virtual boundary around the distributed application: aspect identifiers may only be tagged to messages that cross the virtual boundary of the distributed application. This constraint is necessary to ensure that aspects are activated in an all-or-nothing fashion across the entire area inside this boundary.
There are two ways to enforce this constraint: by rigorous design at the level of the application architecture, or by run-time checks at the level of the middleware. At the level of the application architecture, one can enforce the constraint manually during architectural design by placing contextual actors at the rights places of the application architecture. For example, every application that provides a service to client applications has some process that acts as a front-end. It is clear that tagging of aspect identifiers may only occur on messages that are exchanged between the client applications and this front-end (either at the client-side or at the server-side).
The second approach is to make the virtual boundary of a distributed application computable such that underlying middleware infrastructure can automatically detect when messages cross and do not cross that boundary. One way to achieve this, is introducing the concept of a base identifier which is specializing the concept of aspect identifier. A base identifier is a name that identifies the components that are inside the boundary of the distributed application. For example, the components of the e-finance application could all be tagged with the base identifier"E-Finance", whereas the client application is tagged with the base identifier "Client". Then, a message crosses the boundary when the sender and receiver component are associated to different base identifiers. Consequently, the constraint can automatically be checked by the activator component if the base identifiers are marshalled into the sender and receiver fields of the wired messages.
Coordination between deployment and activation
Having divided to conquer, one must reunite to rule [19] . Indeed, having separated weaving into a deploy and an activate activity to cope with the complexity of atomic weaving, one must bring these two activities into synchrony to effectively gain the desired atomicity property. To achieve this synchrony, a coordination protocol must be defined between the different system components of the Lasagne middleware.
The conventional two-phase distributed transaction protocol for updating deployment metadata and the dedicated runtime support for achieving activation consistency allows us to keep the required coordination protocol simple.
Three different coordination protocols are actually required, respectively for weaving, unweaving and replacement of aspects at run-time. These coordination protocols enable not only run-time activation but also run-time deployment, thereby enabling unanticipated adaptation. The remainder of this section presents the details of the coordination protocol for aspect weaving and unweaving. The details of the coordination protocol for aspect replacement can be found in the appendix of this report.
Coordination protocol for aspect weaving. Figure 6 illustrates the coordination protocol for aspect weaving by means of a concrete adaptation scenario. Before explaining the coordination protocol, let us first present the adaptation scenario.
The scenario is about unanticipated adaptation. A specific client application, which is already using the services of the distributed application, desires a feature that is not yet deployed in the application. To accommodate this request, the application deployer should deploy at run-time a new aspect that meets the feature as required by the client. We assume there is an off-line meeting about the requirements of the feature between the stakeholders of the client application and the distributd application. After that, the application deployer seeks to realize the feature by means of an suitable aspect implementation and specifies the binding of the aspect with the distributed application by means of an aspect binding. Once these steps are taken, the application deployers
Figure 6: Coordination protocol for aspect weaving at run-time requests the deployment tool to actually deploy the aspect and hereby he associates a new aspect identifier, say F 8 to the aspect, to indicate to the client application that the aspect implements the particular feature requested. After that, the coordination protocol for governing the actual run-time weaving of the aspect begins. The coordination protocol consists of an deployment phase and an activation phase. The deployment phase consists of 4 steps (see figure 6 ):
1. the deployment tool retrieves the aspect binding of the aspect from the specification repository, 2. the deployment tool transforms the aspect binding into advice-to-joinpoint bindings, 3. the deployment tool updates the deployment metadata repository with the advice-to-jointpoint bindings in a deployment transaction, 4. the deployment tool inserts the aspect identifier F into the aspect identifier repository.
The activation phase consists of 4 steps:
5. the client application retrieves the aspect identifier F from the aspect identifier repository, 6. the client application tags aspect identifier F to its subsequent client requests, 7. the runtime weaver notices the new aspect identifier F on the first arrived message and consults the deployment metadata, 8. the runtime weaver updates its internal data structures to manage the new aspect and executes the appropriate advices, related to F .
Coordination protocol for aspect unweaving. Figure 7 presents the coordination protocol for unweaving an aspect at run-time. Aspect unweaving is useful for adaptation scenarios where the stakeholders of the distributed application want to remove a certain feature from the application because of various reasons, such as the feature is not often used by the clients, it is malfunctioning, or it is too heavy in terms of resource usage. In any case, these adaptation scenarios always involves a request from the application deployer to unweave an aspect with, say, aspect identifier F . The coordination protocol consists of a deactivation phase and an un-deployment phase. The deactivation phase consist of 5 steps (see figure 7 ):
1. the deployment tool requests all runtime weaver instances to shutdown the execution of aspect F , 2. each runtime weaver instance configures itself such that it will block new messages from the outside (i.e. crossing the boundary of the distributed application), 3. the deployment tool removes aspect identifier F from the aspect identifier repository, 4. a client application sends a client request carrying the aspect identifier F , 5. the client application receives a runtime exception from the runtime weaver that aspect identifier F is not available anymore.
The un-deployment phase consists of 2 steps:
6. when there are no messages circulating anymore inside the distributed application that carry aspect identifier F , an asynchronously running thread will update the internal data structures of each runtime weaver instance such that all advice code and aspect instances, associated to F , can be released from memory, 7. each runtime weaver notifies the local deployment metadata repository, such that the latter can remove all relevant advice-to-joinpoint bindings from the deployment metadata.
Detailed design of the runtime weaver
The runtime weaver is the most critical component of the Lasagne runtime system since it is the crossroad where deployment and activation meet at runtime. Deployment metadata is the input for the runtime weaver to load aspects and to compose advices and base operations correctly. The aspect identifiers are input for the runtime weaver to dynamically dispatch messages to a selected subset of advices.
" #8 9 y Figure 9 gives an overview of the internal structure of the runtime weaver. As stated above, the runtime weaver acts as a message-based dispatcher and is also designed in this way. From a decomposition perspective, it consists of a deployment manager component and an advice combiner component. The deployment manager component embodies the consultation and processing of deployment metadata, whereas the advice combiner embodies the message dispatch functionality for executing the appropriate advices.
To manage the aspect code and instances of an aspect, the deployment manager aggregates two data structures: a method map and an aspect instance map.
For each base component, the deployment manager has a separate method map. The method map is a table that has an entry for each provided and required operation of the component. Each entry stores an ordered list of advices. Each advice in the list is also labelled with the aspect identifier of its enclosing aspect. The advice combiner consults this method map to know which advices it may choose from to execute a received message.
For each base component instance, the deployment manager also manages a separate instance map. The instance map is a table that stores the aspect instances that the particular component instance is associated to. Each aspect instance is stored in the instance map with its aspect identifier as key. The base component instance is stored with its base identifier as key.
Load-time consultation of deployment metadata. During startup of the application, some deployment metadata may already exist because the application deployer is also free to deploy aspects before the application is started up (hence, anticipated adaptation is also supported). This off-line specified deployment metadata will be processed by the deployment manager component at load-time. Thus, whenever a new base component is loaded, the deployment manager will consult the existing deployment metadata for this base component. To enable this, the deployment metadata repository offers a specific operation. The specification of this operation is presented in figure 8 as an UML model. As shown in the figure, the deployment manager receives a record structure of two elements. First, information related to where the aspects' implementations can be downloaded. Second, for every base operation, an ordered list of adviceto-joinpoint bindings is returned. When processing the deployment metadata for a specific base component, the deployment manager will transform the deployment metadata into reified pointers to advice methods in memory. These pointers are stored in the method map as advice method lists, according to the structure of the Advice-JPBindings entity in figure 8 ). Whenever a new instance of a base component is created, the deployment manager creates a separate instance map and creates a new entry in this instance map for every deployed aspect. When an advice is executed local to the base component instance, an instance of the enclosing aspect will be created and stored in the corresponding entry of the instance map.
Dispatching process. The flow-dependent activation mechanism is represented in the Lasagne runtime weaver by the advice combiner component. The advice combiner interprets the tagged aspect identifiers of each incoming message and will only redirect this message through the advices associated to these aspect identifiers. For every received message, the advice combiner thus selectively combines the advices that are bound to the invoked base operation. The tagged aspect identifiers determine to which advices the message will be dispatched. The interplay between the advice combiner and the deployment manager figure actually depicts the situation that three aspects have already been loaded into memory. This is reflected in the deployment manager by the fact that advices from three different aspects are stored in the method map and by the fact that three entries have been created in the instance map to store an instance of the corresponding aspects.
To illustrate how the advice combiner and deployment manager interact, the figure shows a sequence of steps, numbered from (1) to (6) .
An activator, shown at the top left corner of the figure, tags one or more aspect identifiers to a particular client request. The message flow, that represents the processing of this client request, propagates through the application.
Step (1) in the figure indicates when the message flow has arrived at a base component instance of the application. The advice combiner must dispatch the incoming message to the appropriate combination of advices (step (2)). With this end in view, the advice combiner must (3) determine the method list whose entry in the method map matches with the invoked base operation of the message, and (4)(5)(6) execute those advices in that method list whose corresponding aspect identifier also appears tagged in the message.
When the advice combiner initiates the execution of the first advice method in the list (step (4)), it must first be checked whether the instance of the corresponding aspect has already been constructed(step (4a)). If the corresponding entry in the instance map is still empty, a new aspect instance must be created before the execution of the method can proceed. Of course, these two steps are repeated for the execution of the other methods in the method list as well (i.e. step (5) and (6)). During execution, the advice methods or base method may invoke other operations. Thus, a new message is created for every invoked operation (step (4b)). To ensure consistency in the combination of aspects, the tagged aspect identifiers of the originally received message are copied into the new messages (step (4c)).
Run-time consultation of deployment metadata. After start-up of the application, the application deployer is able to deploy new aspects at run-time. This means that deployment metadata will be incrementally extended at runtime. As such, deployment metadata will be incrementally processed by the deployment manager as well, based on a lazy evaluation approach.
Only when the deployment manager receives a request from the method combiner to execute advice related to a newly deployed aspect identifier, the deployment manager consults the deployment metadata. The deployment metadata repository offers another operation for this run-time consultation. The specification of this operation is shown in figure 10 . The most important difference with the load-time consultation is that only deployment metadata that is related to the new aspect identifier will be returned. The returned deployment metadata contains per base operation signature a specific advice, associated to the new aspect identifier, and the relative position at which the advice must be inserted in the existing advice method list. Only after these deployment steps are performed, the dispatching process can continue. Figure 10: Deployment metadata repository interface for consulting deployment metadata at run-time.
As a conclusion, it is good to point out that a single specification of an aspect binding is thus transformed and interpreted across three layers of data structures. First the aspect binding itself is stored in the specification repository. Second the deployment metadata is stored in the deployment metadata repository. Third the internal structures of the runtime weaver contains pointers to advice methods.
Discussion
The discussion of this work will focus on four topics: the techniques used for implementing Lasagne, the integration of Lasagne on top of standard middleware platforms, the performance trade-offs in the current design of Lasagne, and broader applicability of Lasagne.
Implementation
To validate our run-time weaving model we have implemented a prototype of the Lasagne middleware on top of the programming language Correlate [42] . Needless to say that we focussed here on the key element that lies within the core of the Lasagne middleware: its runtime system.
Correlate is a concurrent object-oriented language with an execution environment that makes it easier to develop distributed applications. The execution environment is designed as a meta-level architecture that offers a so called Meta-Object-Protocol (MOP) [22] . Correlate's MOP essentially offers several meta-objects that allow to inspect and modify the internal semantics of the language and execution environment. Correlate is implemented as an extension of the Java programming language [3] . Figure 11 illustrates the implementation structure of the Lasagne middleware. As shown in the figure it consists of three layers:
Lasagne runtime system Distributed execution environment (meta-level architecture)
Programming API Deployment API Activation API Figure 11 : Overview of the Lasagne middleware
• the API layer that offers three separate programming interfaces for programming, deploying and activating aspects.
• the Lasagne runtime system • A distributed execution environment that comes with the execution environment of Correlate.
The Lasagne runtime system is implemented as a modular plug-in of Correlate, using Correlate's MOP. The design of the runtime weaver and the details of the coordination protocols have already been presented in section 4.3 and 4.2.3. The deployment metadata repository is implemented as a set of files that are managed in a distributed file system 9 . Each file stores the deployment metadata of a given base component. The activator component is implemented using Correlate's MOP as well, by relying on the particular meta-object that allows to intercept method invocations and executions as first-class message objects. Its interface corresponds to the Activation API shown in figure 11 .
Finally, the Programming and Deployment API provide basic support for programming and binding aspects to a distributed application. As stated in section 2, we do not require any extensions to state-of-the-art distributed pointcut constructs. Runtime deployment is currently supported by manually editing the deployment metadata files. As outlined in section 4.2.1, to ensure atomicity and concurrency control when updating the deployment metadata files, we only need to rely on basic transaction protocols.
Integration in state-of-the-art platforms
We compare Lasagne middleware to standards middleware such as OMG's CORBA, Enterprise Java Beans (EJB), and Microsoft .NET, and discuss how Lasagne could be integrated on top of these platforms.
As already stated in section 4.1, the runtime weaver is compared to a message dispatcher. Therefore, we believe the runtime weaver is situated at the same level as the Portable Object Adapter(POA) component in the OMG CORBA ORB model [50] , or at the same level as the Container architecture in the Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) [33] and OMG CORBA Component model [51] . An important difference is however, that in traditional object-based middleware, message dispatch (or similar mechanism in container-based middleware) is only driven by the receiver's object identity, as stored in the message. In Lasagne, message dispatch is driven by the tagged aspect identifiers as well.
The tagging of aspect identifiers can be commonly achieved in CORBA by means of portable interceptors [36] or in .NET by means of a special API that gives access to the logical call context [27] .
In Lasagne, aspect identifiers are propagated with the message flow by storing the identifiers as part of the reified messages, and copying them along the invocation path. Another approach is storing the aspect identifiers in a thread local variable. We have not followed this approach in order to circumvent the problem of loosing logical thread identity when control crosses system boundaries, or when control is asynchronously handed over between two threads as in the active object model [35] . Some of the standard middleware platforms already provide a mechanism to cope with this problem such as distributed threads [9] in real-time CORBA or the LogicalCallContext class in .NET [27] .
Finally, the aspect identifier repository can be compared with a standards component repository, with the difference that it enables lookup of (distributed) aspects, whereas a standards component service enables lookup of (distributed) components.
On performance trade-offs
The proposed design and implementation has clearly been focused on providing generic support for a broad range of behavioral adaptations that have to be performed in a distributed system. As we aimed for a solution that enables different context-dependent versions of the application to coexist, and that should enable distributed service offering without any disruption because of adaptations -it seems obvious that we have created an architecture which generates quite some overhead in achieving the proposed objectives. We analyze the costs by addressing (1) cost in terms of service availability, (2) overhead in terms of the cost of processing interactions, (3) overhead in terms of memory consumption.
(1) Our solution offers consistent behavioral adaptation of distributed entities without causing unavailability of any service or application feature.
(2) We have chosen to obtain the value of our solution at the cost of an increased processing time for invocations. The reason is threefold:
1. We want a solution that guarantees no service disruption when an (complex) adaptation is in progress. This is an inherently solid basis for mission-critical systems that must be permanently on-line. 2. We anticipate that a broad range of network applications (e.g. the typical case of web services) is relatively insensitive to processing delays as communication delays often dominates the response times in executing distributed services. We discuss this in further detail in subsection 5.4. 3. From a methodological viewpoint, we believe that it is a sound strategy to ensure that (a) a first (base level) architecture is offering a robust solution with absolute guarantees (no service disruption and atomicity) and that (b) optimizations -probably weakening other qualities (e.g. flexibility) -are pursued thereafter. This is exactly the scope of our ongoing and future work. For instance, Lasagne has already an option to limit deployment of aspects to load-time only, hereby only supporting anticipated adaptation.
Flexibility cuts are minor (aspects can still be dynamically activated and deactivated on a per message basis), while completely eliminating the performance overhead related to the coordination between deployment and activation.
(3) Our architecture is extremely economical when it comes to memory cost. Deploying distributed aspects implies the storage of a logical reference (aspect identifier) in the nodes where a specific aspect must be executed. Pro-actively loading aspects would lead to substantially larger memory footprints, as well as extra delays when triggering adaptation. In the current solution, aspect code is loaded on demand, i.e. when the first activation of the required behavior occurs.
Broader applicability
For several application areas, it has become increasingly more important that software can be dynamically adapted to evolving requirements of a given context. Our discussion will focus on three such application areas: application service provisioning, autonomic computing, and adaptive Quality of Service (QoS). The proliferation of web services, and recent initiatives such as Microsoft's Office Live [10] indicate that software applications are gradually evolving from a desktop model to a service provider model. For example, Microsoft Office Live will offer expert business management applications as on-line services without that their customers need Office or Windows installed on their desktop computers. Moreover, the underlying system infrastructure is not only targeted at remote application execution, but also at the uniform deployment and integration of new applications. In other words, Mario Tokoro's vision [47] , that system software such as compilers will some day in the future be offered as distributed service objects, seems closer at hand. This evolution gives the notion of a client request a completely new meaning. To run the compiler, for example, you send a client request.
When popular on-line software services will have a vast number of client requests on a daily basis, it becomes economically profitable to customize software services to the needs of individual customers. Existing software services are already personalized. Such personalization is however limited to the user interface and data that is offered to the customer. There lies also great opportunity in real customization scenarios where customers can dynamically select whole behavioral features to the software service itself. Needless to say that Lasagne is very well suited for providing this type of client-specific customizations.
Lasagne could also provide a complementary advantage to middleware support for autonomic computing and self-healing [15, 6] , and adaptive QoS [4] . Research in these areas is targeted towards extending middleware with policies and techniques for context monitoring and dynamic selection of adaptation strategies. To our knowledge, these middleware extensions do not automate the task of coordinating adaptation operations across multiple processes and computer nodes; the coordination must be explicitly managed by the programmer. After all, these middleware extensions are integrated with an object-based platform, thereby constraining the representation of a single adaptation strategy as inherently non-crosscutting. We believe that Lasagne could be useful for automating some of the cross-node coordination requirements in QoS control and autonomic computing systems. After all, Lasagne offers a solid service-enabling platform for the management and coordinated selection of cross-process and cross-node adaptation strategies.
Related work
Six categories of related work are considered in our research: recent aspectoriented middleware advances, network software, dynamic software architecture, coordinated adaptation in distributed systems, reflective middleware, and programming languages. The discussion will focus on the first five categories.
Aspect-oriented middleware. The general relation to other aspect-oriented middleware platforms has already been discussed in the motivation of this report. To our knowledge, no other aspect-oriented middleware exists to date that provides support for atomic weaving of distributed aspects. The most important difference between existing AO middlewares and Lasagne is that their run-time weaving model does not support the distinction between deployment and activation.
DADO [52] (distributed aspects for distributed objects) middleware offers an innovative IDL languages for programming distributed aspects in heterogeneous environments. DADO has a mechanism, called Remote Multiple Contextual Invocation (RMCI), that provides a form of dynamic per-invocation selection of aspects as in Lasagne. However this mechanism is restricted within the scope of a single client-server interaction and, therefore, does not provide any guarantees with respect to system-wide consistency in the activation of aspects.
CAM/DAOP [14, 39] is a component and aspect based approach that combines the benefits of both CBSD and AOSD disciplines. An innovative aspect of CAM/DAOP is that it specifies the composition of components and aspects using an architectural description language (ADL) [44] , named DAOP-ADL. This ADL-based approach provides an interesting complement to Lasagne (or any run-time weaving approach for that matter). After all, using DAOP-ADL, application deployers are able to comprehend the overall aspect-component composition, facilitating a better understanding and easier verification of the application as a whole. This is of course an important software engineering quality that improves the safety and robustness of deploying aspects at runtime.
Lasagne would, in the same vain, be nicely complemented by model-driven middleware (e.g. [16] ) and aspect-oriented domain modelling (e.g. [18] ). Combining these approaches leads to a very powerful concept. Design models of aspects and applications can be specified, composed and possibly verified. Once composed, these models can be automatically synthesized to deployment metadata for a specific middleware platform of choice.
Referring to our discussion on the applicability of Lasagne to adaptive QoS, Duzan et al. [13] have built an aspect-oriented middleware platform, called QuO, that allows to separate adaptive QoS concerns from the application. The middleware also provides support for coordinating adaptation operations across multiple processes and computer nodes. Lasagne could be useful for automating that coordination support as well.
Dynamic architectures for network protocols. Some of the problems related to ensuring consistency in the activation of aspects (see section 4.2.2 have already been addressed, at least to some extent, in networking protocols. It is common for messages to have dynamically computed headers in order for peers to process the message correctly by dispatching it through a series of protocols. Also at the client-side, the shift towards dynamic protocol stack composition architectures (e.g [34, 31] ) makes that the protocol stack at the server-side must have the intelligence to deal with this correctly.
There are two important differences between Lasagne and network protocols however. First, Lasagne is more generic because it is aimed to support adaptations at different layers of software, including the application layer [49] , middleware layer [48] and network layer [21] . Secondly, Lasagne's support is reusable across multiple application domains. In protocol stacks the support for message dispatching is wired inside the protocol stack architecture itself, whereas in Lasagne all support is externalized in a separate runtime system that can be applied to any family of application.
Another related technology in this field is programmable networking. Programmable networking stands for a whole spectrum of networking technologies that aim to introduce more openness and adaptability into today's networks by making network routers programmable. Historically there have been two main approaches to the provision of programmability in networks [12] : First, in the active networking paradigm [46] so called 'active packets' carry programs that execute on 'active' nodes. Secondly in the open signaling approach (see e.g [7] ), routers export 'control interfaces' through which they can be remotely (re)configured by out-of-band, application-specific, signaling protocols.
Overall, the active networking approach is the most dynamic since it enables application-specific adaptations across the network in a very fine-grained scale. However, it is perceived as more vulnerable to security treats from malicious applications, and there is also the problem of domain mismatch [30] : application programmers, who wish to customize the underlying network to their preferences, are suddenly confronted with a domain (in this case, active networks) that is completely different from their familiar application domain. The open signaling approach does not suffer from these problems since it supports adaptations that are programmed by a trusted and informed third party. However, open signaling is an order of magnitude less dynamic.
We position Lasagne in the middle of these two approaches:
• Similar to the open signaling approach, adaptations are programmed by a trusted application deployer, who is an expert at his application domain (in this case, network protocols).
• Similar to the active network approach, once adaptations are deployed, they can be dynamically activated on a per message basis by contextual actors (which, in this case, act as the (client) applications wanting to customize the underlying network).
Comparatively, adaptations in programmable networking can be programmed more complex than in Lasagne, but this also leaves the door open for more intrusive changes that endanger safety. A second important difference is that Lasagne is more generic. The usage context of programmable networking is more like a niche, and of course, the approach is somewhat optimized for that niche.
Dynamic software architectures. In Regis [29] and ArchStudio [37] , distributed applications are constructed from a number of components and connectors that encapsulate the interactions between these components. Here, the term "component" corresponds with the traditional view of component-based development.
The emphasis of these works is on the description, dynamic reconfiguration and evolution of the application's architecture. Connectors help to decouple components from one another and the systems use configuration languages to describe the configuration of the components. The runtime structure of the application is altered by applying a program written in the configuration language to the current architecture, thus generating a different arrangement of components and connectors. Our goal differs from these works in that Lasagne focusses on adapting an application to context-specific needs, instead of coping with runtime software evolution in general. Furthermore, Lasagne's adaptation process is based on a system-wide additive refinement of existing base components with crosscutting aspects, rather than replacing existing components with new ones and switching connectors.
Coordinated adaptation in distributed systems. In the context of the above component-based reconfiguration approaches there is a whole field of research (e.g. [25, 37, 17, 2, 8, 1, 20] ) that looks at the issue of how to achieve coordinated adaptation in a distributed system: when a reconfiguration involves replacing multiple components, atomicity problems appear that are very similar to those that have been studied in this report.
The existing approaches to coordinated adaptation in a component-based setting can be classified according to
• their need for service disruption as either disruptive (e.g. [2] ) or nondisruptive (e.g. [1] ) reconfiguration.
• their ability to replace an existing component by a new version or to let both be used simultaneously as either single-configuration-managed (e.g. [2] ), or multiple-configurations-managed (e.g. [17] ) reconfiguration.
Lasagne clearly belongs to the multiple-configurations-managed and nondisruptive category 10 . Remarkably, we have not found any coordinated adaptation approach, in a component-based setting, that combines non-disruptive and multiple-configurations-management. Admittedly, the problem of coordinated adaptation has been mostly studied in a setting where adaptation is triggered out-of-band, rather than in-band as Lasagne does.
Another important difference is that some of the aforementioned approaches also employ techniques and protocols for preserving global state consistency [32] and application state invariants [2] . As stated in section 2, Lasagne has not been designed for global state management, given that Lasagne targets behavioral extensions to mostly service-oriented application areas (also see section 5.4). Web services, for example, make as much as possible tiers state-less, and incorporate the complete state in a back-end database or in an XML document that is part of the message.
Reflective middleware. Other related work are projects (e.g. [24] and [5] ) that use reflection [28] to achieve adaptive middleware. Generally, the use of reflective techniques allows for more powerful adaptations in middleware and distributed applications than aspect-oriented middleware does. However, employing reflection for context-sensitive adaptations yields often a too complex system that cannot be understood by the typical contextual actor (or more specifically, the human operators involved). In this respect, Lasagne offers a very simple adaptation model to the contextual actor. For example, by simply tagging aspect identifiers to its messages, (client) applications can dynamically adapt the underlying middleware to its preferences.
More recent research on reflective middleware [11] has focussed on combining reflection with component framework technology [45] in order to preserve behavioral integrity. Much of this work has focussed on enforcing semantically compatible compositions of middleware components. Lasagne could be useful for implementing some of these integrity requirements, especially those that relate to maintaining semantic compatibility across multiple nodes.
Conclusion
The main contribution of this report is the study and solution of the atomicity problems that appear when distributed aspects are woven into the distributed application at run-time.
We have argued that the underlying run-time weaving model of existing aspect-oriented middleware platforms are not fit to be enhanced with support for atomic weaving of distributed aspects, because such enhancements would require very complex inter-node coordination protocols. Consequently, we have tackled this complexity of the atomic weaving problem at the place where it is born: at the level of the run-time weaving model itself.
The key behind the run-time weaving model of Lasagne is that it operates according to a two-phased process that distinguishes between deployment and subsequent activation of aspects. An aspect is made ready for weaving during deployment, but it is only really woven into the application's execution when it is activated within a particular message flow. This approach allows us to keep the required inter-node coordination protocols quite simple.
We have presented the architecture and design of the Lasagne middleware. The Lasagne middleware ensures that distributed aspects are woven in an atomic manner such that behavioral integrity of the distributed application is not harmed.
We have motivated, positioned and discussed our approach. We believe that Lasagne middleware offers a solid service enabling platform for the management and run-time weaving of behavioral extensions that are of crosscutting naturecross-node, cross-process -and that tackle both application-layer as middlewarelayer adaptations. Finally, we believe that the genericity of Lasagne's run-time weaving model makes it applicable to a broad range of application domains.
9. the client request is converted by the runtime weaver such that F old is detached from the client request and instead F new is tagged to it, 10. the runtime weaver consults the deployment metadata for F new , 11. the runtime weaver instance updates its internal data structures and executes the advices that are associated to F new .
Un-deploying the old aspect. This phase consists of 2 steps:
12. when there are no messages circulating inside the distributed application that carry aspect identifier F old , an asynchronously running thread will update the internal data structures of each runtime weaver instance such that all advice code and aspect instances, associated to F old , can be released from memory, 13. each runtime weaver instance notifies the local deployment metadata repository, so that the latter can remove all relevant advice-to-joinpoint bindings, associated to F old , from the deployment metadata.
